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Abstract The geometry of the polar LiNbO3 (0001) surface is strongly temperature
dependent. In this work the surface charge associated to various surface terminations
is estimated from first-principles calculations. All stable terminations are found to
lower the polarization charge, showing that the surface charge compensation is a
major driving force for surface reconstruction.

1 Introduction

Surfaces of ferroelectric materials, in particular the lithium niobate (0001) surface
(LN Z-cut), are widely exploited, e.g., for surface acoustic wave devices [1] or
to grow group III nitrides with spatially varied polarity control [2]. Also artificial
photosynthesis [3], photocatalytic dye decolorization [4] as well as activation of
charged biomolecules [5] were demonstrated. The high surface electric fields were
found to efficiently pole electro-optic polymers [6] and to lead to the reversible
fragmentation and self-assembling of nematic liquid crystals [7]. Of particular
interest is the possibility to switch the surface polarization, and thus the surface
chemistry [8].

Given these exciting applications, surprisingly little is known about the micro-
scopic LN surface structure. Only very recently atomically resolved Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) images of LN Z-cut could be obtained [9]. While no surface
reconstruction was found for samples annealed at 1,270 K, a series of structural
transformations, including a

p
7 � p

7 R19ı surface reconstruction [10] were found
at samples annealed at lower temperatures. This was interpreted as the result of
different charge compensation mechanisms: At low temperatures foreign adsorbates
compensate the surface polarization charge. If the temperature is sufficiently high
to drive off the adsorbates, surface reconstructions form that lower the electrostatic
energy. Finally, at temperatures close to the Curie temperature of LN, the sponta-
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neous polarization, and thus the surface charge, are strongly reduced and the surface
reconstructions are quenched [10].

In the present work an approximate method to estimate the surface charge
within the density-functional theory (DFT) calculations using periodic boundary
conditions (PBCs) is proposed and used in order rationalize the structural models
proposed in Ref. [10] in terms of surface charge compensation.

2 Methodology

As in our previous studies on LiNbO3 surfaces [10–13], we perform self-consistent
DFT calculations using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [14]. All-
electron projector-augmented wave potentials within the PW91 formulation of the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [15] are used. A plane-wave basis set
including waves up to an energy of 400 eV is used to expand the electronic orbitals.
The atomic positions have been determined minimizing the Hellmann-Feynman
forces acting on the single atoms to be below 0:02 eV=Å. A 4 � 4 � 1 � -centered
Monkhorst-Pack [16] k-point mesh was used to carry out the integration in the
Brillouin zone for the simulation of truncated bulk, unreconstructed and

p
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3

reconstructed surfaces. A 2 � 2 � 1 k-point mesh was chosen to sample the much
smaller Brillouin zone of the slabs modeling

p
7 � p

7 reconstructed surfaces.
VASP offers highly customizable parallelization schemes, which allow for

performance optimization on different computational architectures. In particular,
parallelization (and data distribution) over bands, parallelization (and data distri-
bution) over plane wave coefficients, as well as parallelization over k-points (no
data distribution) are implemented. All of them have to be used at the same time on
massively parallel systems or modern multi-core machines, in order to obtain high
efficiency. The holds obviously for the HLRS CRAY XE6, the main computational
resource used for this project. The performance of the CRAY XE6 in combination
with the available parallelization routines has been tested and optimized. Thereby a
LiNbO3 slab with C1 symmetry containing 361 atoms for a total of 2,174 electrons
distributed over 1,334 orbitals serves as a realistic test system. All tests have been
performed using the VASP Version 5.3.2 and employ a 4 � 4 � 4 k-point mesh,
corresponding to 36 irreducible k-points in the Brillouin zone.

The first step of the parallelization procedure is the distribution of the workload
related to each orbital on a certain number of cores. Several choices are possible.
The simplest option (and default strategy) is to treat one orbital by one core,
implying distribution over plane wave coefficients only: all cores will work on
every individual band, by distributing the plane wave coefficients over all cores.
This is the optimal setting for machines with a single core per node and small
communication bandwidth but performs rather inefficiently on the HRLS CRAY.
This mode is characterized by heavy memory requirements, as the non-local
projector functions must be stored entirely on each core. Furthermore, substantial
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Fig. 1 CPU time on the
HRLS CRAY XE6 for the
self consistent calculation of
the electronic structure of a
LiNbO3 slab within different
parallelization schemes. See
text for details
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all-to-all communications are necessary to orthogonalize the band. This setting is
usually very slow and should thus be avoided on massively parallel systems.

A better choice for system such as the HRLS CRAY is to treat each orbital with a
number of cores corresponding either to the square root of all available cores (at least
approximately) or to the number of cores per compute node, e.g. 32. In addition,
it also significantly improves the stability of the code due to reduced memory
requirements. Therefore, all tests are performed treating each orbital with a number
of cores corresponding roughly to the square root of all available cores. The results
of the tests on this configuration are reported in Fig. 1 (red line). This setup results in
a roughly linear scaling up to 2,048 cores. Beyond this value no speedup is observed
anymore. Within the described approach for parallel computing, it is possible to
steer the data distribution mode. In particular, the plane wise data distribution in
real space can be activated. In this way the communication related to the FFTs
can be strongly reduced. Unfortunately, the resulting load balancing is worsened,
so that the opportunity of switching on the plane wise data distribution must be
tested on the particular computational architecture and in dependence of the number
of processors. The results of the corresponding tests are shown in Fig. 1 (orange
line). As expected, the advantages of the plane wise data distribution are visible
for smaller numbers of processors and vanish for 1,024 cores where load-balancing
problems prevail.

The VASP implementation of DFT makes heavy use of mathematical libraries,
such as the (scalable) linear algebra package (Sca)LAPACK. The effect of using
ScaLAPACK vs. LAPACK libraries is shown in Fig. 1 (black vs. red line). Obvi-
ously, using ScaLAPACK reduces the computational time considerably for the
system studied here. Starting from the VASP Version 5.3.2 it is possible to switch
on an additional parallelization over k points. Thereby the data is not distributed
additionally over the k-points. In particular, it is possible to specify the number of
k points that are to be treated in parallel, which has been chosen to be 8 out of
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b

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the paraelectric (a) and ferroelectric (b) phases of LiNbO3

along the [0001] crystallographic direction. In the ferroelectric phase Li and Nb atomic layers
are shifted with respect to the oxygen sublattice along the crystal z-axis. The gray lines in the
ferroelectric phase represent the positions of the corresponding atomic layers in the paraelectric
phase

36 in our test. Then, the set of k points is distributed over 8 groups of compute
cores, in a round-robin fashion. This means that N D total-cores/8 compute cores
work together on an individual k point. Of course, the number of k points that are
treated in parallel must be an integer divisor of the total number of cores. Within this
group of N cores that share the work on an individual k point, the usual parallelism
over bands and/or plane wave coefficients applies. The results of the corresponding
tests are shown in Fig. 1 (blue line). The computational time saving with respect to
calculations without k point parallelization amounts to a factor of about two, thereby
the scaling is roughly linear up to 4,096 cores. Summarizing, the computational time
can be reduced by roughly an order of magnitude with an appropriate choice of the
parallelization routines. With a combination of parallelization over bands and k-
points a linear scaling at least up to 2,048 cores can be achieved.

Generally, the LN(0001) and (0001) surfaces are defined as positive and negative
Z-cut. The cations in the paraelectric phase are either within (LiC1), or exactly
between oxygen layers (NbC5), as depicted in Fig. 2. In the ferroelectric phase,
the cations are shifted along the [0001] crystallographic direction with respect to
the oxygen planes, causing a permanent spontaneous polarization parallel to the
cationic displacement. Ferroelectric LiNbO3 is thus a stacking of -Nb-O3-Li- planes
along the [0001] direction, and it is not centrosymmetric. This is an issue within the
supercell approach, as the two slab surface terminations cannot be made equivalent
and only relative energetic comparisons are possible. In this work we model the
LN(0001) surface and all its reconstructions with 12 LN trilayers (36 atomic layers)
plus surface terminations, resulting in large supercells containing from 60 atoms (for
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Fig. 3 Slab used to model the thermodynamically stable 1 � 1 (0001) surfaces. The surface
termination and the underlying three trilayer (surface region) are free to relax, while the six central
trilayer are kept frozen at their bulk positions (bulk region). The positive surface -LN(0001)- is at
the right hand side, the negative surface -LN(0001)- at the left hand side. Atomic color coding as
in Fig. 2

the simulation of the truncated bulk) up to 460 atoms for the simulation of
p

7�p
7

reconstructed surfaces. The central part of our slabs (18 atomic layers) are frozen
into their ferroelectric positions, while the remaining 18 layers and the surface
terminations are free to relax (see Fig. 3). This has two important advantages: On
one hand, it saves some computational time. On the other hand, it defines the central
part of our slab as a true bulk region, which is not affected by surface effects. A
vacuum region of at least 19 Å separates the slab from its periodic images. As
we shall see in the following, cells of this size are thick enough to allow for the
definition of macroscopic quantities such as inner – ED – and outer electric field –
EEXT – from unit cell averages of electrostatic potential VH .t/ and charge densities
�.r/.

The supercell approach typically makes use of periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs), resulting in a vanishing macroscopic internal field E even for ferroelectrics
with a spontaneous bulk polarization Pbulk

S (see Fig. 4a). A slab wit a net dipole
moment perpendicular to the surface will give rise to an electrostatic potential as
illustrated in Fig. 4b. The net dipole moment will in general have contributions
from both the bulk polarization and the surface termination. Indeed, a paraelectric
material with two non-equivalent surface terminations will give rise to a dipole
moment too. This configuration models a surface in the artificial field caused by
its neighboring periodic images. Thereby, the electrostatic potential is a continuous
function. Neither internal nor external fields have direct physical interpretation as
they depend on the cell geometry. Indeed, increasing the thickness of the slab or
of the vacuum region the artificial fields become smaller, vanishing in the limit
of infinite supercells. In order to correct for the error introduced by the artificial
field in finite slabs, dipole corrections can be applied [17, 18]. The correction is
introduced by adding an external dipole layer in the vacuum region of the supercell,
and leads to the situation depicted in Fig. 4c, with vanishing external electric field.
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Fig. 4 Planar averaged
electrostatic (Hartree)
potential of ferroelectric
LiNbO3. (a) bulk supercell,
(b) slab of truncated bulk, (c)
with vanishing external field,
and with vanishing internal
electric field (d). Internal (or
depolarization) field ED ,
external field EEXT and
slab/supercell boundaries are
indicated

The electrostatic potential is now discontinuous. However, the discontinuity is
localized in the vacuum region, where it is supposed not to affect the calculation.
The polarization P gives rise to surface polarization charges

�S D P � On; (1)

where On is the surface normal.
Meyer and Vanderbilt [19] pointed out that the depolarization field ED originat-

ing from the surface charges might be large enough to destabilize the ferroelectric
state: relaxing a polarized slab under periodic boundary conditions corresponding to
vanishing external electric field would result in a paraelectric structure. To overcome
this problem they proposed to model polarized slabs with periodic boundary
conditions corresponding to vanishing internal field, as illustrated in Fig. 4d. This
boundary condition is equivalent to placing the slabs between the grounded plates
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of a capacitor, and is appropriate to model very thin film geometries, where
ferroelectric and dielectric properties are strongly influenced by surface effects [19].

It must be pointed out that none of the described PBCs for the electrostatic
potential is intrinsically correct and universally applicable. While the vanishing
internal field boundaries are the proper conditions far from the surface [19] and
thus ideal for the simulation of the “bulk” of thin films, vanishing external field
conditions are more appropriate to model the surface itself. Thus, the choice of the
appropriate periodic boundary conditions discussed above depends on the system
properties one focuses on. Being interested in surface charges, we adopt vanishing
external field boundaries. To prevent the slab to relax into the paraelectric state,
the central part of our slabs (18 atomic layers) are frozen into their ferroelectric
positions, while the remaining 18 layers and the surface terminations are free to
relax. This choice is also justified by the results of Levchenko et al. [20], who
pointed out that the structural relaxation in the ferroelectric LN(0001) surfaces
is limited to a few outmost atomic layers. The choice of the PBCs affects to
some extent the calculated the surface charge. The difference in the surface charge
calculated with – Fig. 4c – and without – Fig. 4b – dipole corrections, however,
amounts to less than 0.009 C/m2, which is two orders of magnitude lower than the
charge of a LN truncated bulk. For a quantitative estimate of the surface charge,
a proper treatment of the pyroelectric effect – currently neglected – will also be
necessary.

As seen from Eq. 1, the polarization charge directly depends on the slab
polarization. The polarization component perpendicular to the surface is a well
defined quantity, and fully determines the surface charge, provided the polarization
is homogeneous. The bulk macroscopic polarization is not a well defined quantity
within the supercell approach, though. This is due to the fact that the choice of
the supercell is not unique: different supercells characterized by different dipole
moments may be chosen to model a given crystal. However, this does not affect the
calculation of the surface charge related to a given termination. The macroscopic
polarization can be correctly calculated as a Berry phase of the electronic orbitals
within the modern theory of polarization [21, 22] with respect to a reference phase,
usually the corresponding paraelectric phase:

P D
Z 1

0

P 0.�/d� D P.1/ � P.0/; (2)

where � 2 .0; 1/ is a reaction coordinate which brings the system from the
ferroelectric P.1/ to the reference (paraelectric) phase P.0/. Using the Berry phase
approach, we have calculated the spontaneous bulk polarization of stoichiometric
LN to be 0:82 C=m2, in good agreement with the commonly accepted value of
0:71 C=m2 [23], and with the value of 0:86 C=m2 calculated in a similar manner
by Levchenko et al. [20].

The surface charge �S of the positive and negative LN Z-cut is estimated by
integrating the planar averaged polarization charge, defined as
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�.z/ D 1

A

Z Z
A

�.r/dxdy; (3)

from the vacuum center (0) to the cell center (zcut) in both directions

�S D
Z zcut

0

�.z/dz: (4)

Here A is the area of the surface unit cell and �.r/ is the charge redistribution due
to the surface formation (i.e. the difference with respect to the bulk), so that the slab
is charge neutral and the integral over the whole supercell is exactly zero.

Furthermore, for the estimation of the surface charge of an ideal bulk cut, we
proceed in the spirit of the Berry approach, and calculate the macroscopic surface
charge with respect to a reference phase

�cut
S D P � On D .PF � PP/ � On D �cut

F � �cut
P (5)

This procedure yields a surface charge which does not depend on the choice of the
slab representing the ideal truncated bulk cut, provided the reference phase is chosen
carefully. In our case, the reference structure is a corresponding slab of LN in the
paraelectric phase. This method is applied here only for the calculation of an ideal
LN bulk cut.

The integration limits of Eq. 4 need to be determined carefully: the charge
density oscillations within the slab are larger than the electronic charge accumu-
lation/depletion we want to estimate, and the value of �S is extremely sensitive
with respect to zcut. We circumvent the choice of some geometrical point zcut to
perform “the cut” by dividing the slab into atomic layers. In an small slab consisting
of two Nb-O3-Li tri-layers stapled along the z-direction, the lower trilayer builds
the lower (negative) surface, while the upper trilayer builds the upper (positive)
surface. Then, the charges of the upper (or lower) slab are summed up to calculate
the surface charge. To assign a volume – and the corresponding included charge
– to an atomic layer, we use the definition of Bader atomic volumes and Bader
charges [24]. This procedure turns out to be very robust and only little influenced
by computational parameters. Convergence tests have shown that the calculated
surface charge converges quickly with respect to number of grid points in real
space. Performing the calculation with or without the core electrons charge does
not modify the results within the numerical accuracy.

In summary, we proceed as follows: (i) The total electronic charge of the slab
representing a given termination is calculated self-consistently and then partitioned
by Bader volumes into upper and lower slab half. (ii) The charge redistribution �.r/

of Eq. 4 is obtained by subtracting the Bader charges of the corresponding atoms in
the bulk phase. (iii) Finally, the charge redistribution of the Bader volumes within
the upper and within the lower slab half are summed up and yield the surface charge
�S .
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3 Results

We probe the applicability of the scheme proposed above for the truncated bulk
surfaces of LN. Thereby the atomic positions are kept fixed in their bulk positions
but the electron distribution is calculated self-consistently. In this case the bulk
polarization represents an upper bound of the calculated surface charge since the
latter may be partially compensated by the electron transfer through the slab. Con-
sidering ferroelectric LN as a stacking of Nb-O3-Li atomic layers along the [0001]
crystallographic direction, three non equivalent atomic cuts can be discriminated.
Cutting the crystal above a Li layer (cut 1 in Fig. 5), the slab representing the
crystal will be a succession of Nb-O3-Li trilayers. Cutting the crystal above a Nb
layer, the slab will be a succession of O3-Li-Nb trilayers (cut 2 in Fig. 5). Finally,
cutting the crystal above an oxygen layer, the slab will be a succession of Li-Nb-O3

trilayers (cut 3 in Fig. 5). Twelve trilayers are used for the calculations. For the sake
of simplicity, we only consider slabs containing an integer number of LN formula
units.

The slabs built to model these cuts are characterized by very different electric
dipole moments, both in magnitude and direction, resulting in three different surface
charge values �cut

F . The surface charge of the different cuts has been calculated as
described by Eq. 4, and the result are reported in Table 1. However, the total surface

Fig. 5 Ferroelectric bulk LiNbO3 can be cut perpendicularly to the [0001] direction at three
non-equivalent planes, resulting in a Li, O3, and Nb termination (Cut 1, Cut 2 and Cut 3 in the
picture). Different cuts are modeled by slabs with different electric dipole moment, both in size
and direction. Only slabs containing an integer number of LN formula units are considered
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Table 1 Calculated surface charge (e=.1 � 1/ unit cell) of the positive Z-cut for a ferroelectric
slab (� cut

F ), for the corresponding reference (paraelectric) phase (� cut
P ) and the value � cut

S calculated
with Eqs. 4 and 5. See Fig. 5 for cut definitions

Cut 1 Cut 2 Cut 3

� cut
F �0.66 1.95 �1.64

� cut
P �1.31 1.31 �2.30

� cut
S 0.65 0.64 0.66

Fig. 6 Paraelectric bulk LiNbO3 can be cut perpendicularly to the [0001] direction at two non-
equivalent planes, resulting in a LiO3 and Nb termination (Cut 10 and Cut 20 in the picture). Cut 10

and Cut 20 represent the paraelectric reference phase to Cut 1 and Cut 2 of the ferroelectric phase
in Fig. 5, Cut 30 corresponds to the ferroelectric Cut 3

charge �cut
S has to be calculated with respect to a reference phase, as described

by Eq. 5. Thereby, just as in case of the calculation of the volume spontaneous
polarization via Berry phase, the correct choice of the (paraelectric) reference phase
is crucial. In the case of a LN truncated bulk, it is relatively easy to find the
cuts of the paraelectric phase corresponding to those of the ferroelectric phase.
These are illustrated in Fig. 6 and denoted cut 10, cut 20 and cut 30. Calculating the
corresponding surface charge �cut

P and inserting it in Eq. 5, one obtains roughly the
same value of the surface charge for all the three cuts, namely 0:65 ˙ 0:01 e=.1�1/-
surface unit cell, see Table 1.

Next, �cut
S has been calculated with slabs containing a different number n of

atomic layers. The dependence of �cut
S on the number of atomic layers is only

marginal, see Table 2. However, the value of �cut
S for cells of infinite size can be
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Table 2 Surface charge calculated at the positive LN(0001) for a Cut 1 termination with slabs
containing a different number of atomic layers. � cut

F , � cut
P and � cut

S have the same meaning as in
Table 1. All values in e=.1 � 1/-surface unit cell

Layer number 18 24 30 36

� cut
F �0.62 �0.64 �0.65 �0.66

� cut
P �1.28 �1.30 �1.31 �1.31

� cut
S 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65
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Fig. 7 Surface-charge density � cut
S as a function of the number n of atomic layer in the slab. The

solid line is the linear interpolation of the calculated points, the extrapolated value for ideal infinite
slabs is indicated

extrapolated plotting its dependence on 1=n, as shown in Fig. 7. The extrapolated
value of the surface charge �cut

S D 0:64e=.1 � 1/ surface unit cell, corresponding to
0:46 C=m2 is somewhat lower, yet in reasonable agreement with the value expected
from the bulk polarization. The deviation from the expected value might be traced
back to the uncertainties introduced by the supercell approach as well as to a partial
compensation by the electron transfer through the band gap in the calculation, and
by the choice of partitioning the cell by Bader volumes. Thus, the calculated value
does not allow for a quantitative prediction of the surface charge, however it will
suffice for a qualitative discussion.

As a third step we calculated the surface charge for slabs of different periodicity.
The calculated values are reported in Table 3. As expected, the charge �cut

S does not
depend on the area of the unit cell used for the calculation.

Our method represents an important step towards the reconciliation of macro-
scopic and microscopic picture. The surface charge calculated with the three
microscopic models is the same, and represents the polarization charge of an ideal
bulk cut in our calculation.

After validating the method by application it to an ideal truncated bulk, we
proceed with the calculation of the surface charge of realistic surfaces, which are
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Table 3 Calculate surface charge (e=.1�1) unit cell) for the positive Cut 1 termination with slabs
of different periodicity. � cut

F , � cut
P and � cut

S have the same meaning as in Table 1

Periodicity 1 � 1
p

3 � p
3

p
7 � p

7

� cut
F �0.62 �0.65 �0.62

� cut
P �1.28 �1.31 �1.28

� cut
S 0.66 0.66 0.66

characterized by relaxation and reconstructions. Levchenko et al. [20] predicted the
phase diagram of the LN(0001) from ab initio thermodynamics, finding the stable
terminations at the two surfaces to be rather temperature independent. In their work,
however, only surfaces with 1 � 1 periodicity had been considered. Later, AFM
measurements and DFT models including cells of different periodicity showed that
different reconstructions might be formed at different temperature regimes [10].
Some of them might be inhibited by the presence of adsorbates and can only occur in
vacuum. The corresponding phase diagram (now including reconstructed surfaces)
has been calculated as a function of the chemical potentials of lithium and oxygen.
As the goal of this investigation is to search for a correlation between surface charge
and temperature, we first convert the phase diagram of the LN(0001) of Ref. [10] in
a function of temperature and Li partial pressure. This can be done within the ideal
gas approximation [25], as explained, e.g., in Ref. [13].

The result of this transformation is shown in Fig. 8 for the positive and negative
LN Z-cut. A

p
3 � p

3 reconstruction built by adding 2 Li atoms to the stable
termination is formed at low temperatures at the positive face. With growing
temperature, reconstructions containing less Li are formed, till after 1,000 K the
1 � 1 stable reconstruction predicted by Levchenko et al. [20] is restored. At the
negative surface, a

p
7 � p

7 reconstruction built adding 2 Li and 2 O atoms to the
stable termination is formed at lower temperatures. With increasing temperatures,
a further a

p
7 � p

7 reconstruction built by adding 2 Li and a single O atoms and
a

p
3 � p

3 reconstruction obtained by adding a single oxygen atom to the stable
termination are formed.

The succession of the surface reconstructions at different temperatures is shown
in Table 4. The nominal charge added by the reconstruction at the positive side –
also listed in the table – is a decreasing function of the temperature. However, the
effective surface charge �S is not necessarily proportional to the nominal charge
brought by the adsorbed species. Therefore, we calculate �S with the method
previously illustrated.

At first, the relaxed 1 � 1 surface is considered. Differently from the truncated
bulk termination, where the expected polarization charge is in principle known,
there is no reference value for the clean, relaxed LN(0001) surfaces in vacuum.
The only measurement of the surface charge of LN(0001) [23] we are aware of
has been performed in air. The measured charge refers therefore to an adsorbate-
covered surface. A relatively small surface charge of 140 �C=m2 is measured for
congruently melt, nominally undoped LiNbO3 crystals. This is about 2�10�4 smaller
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Fig. 8 Calculated phase diagram of the positive (upper part) and negative (lower part) LN(0001)
surface as a function of temperature and pressure. The terminations (a)–(i) are explained in Table 4

than the spontaneous polarization of 0:71 C=m2, most likely due to the charge
compensation by adsorbates.

The calculated surface charge of a LiNbO3 slab terminated according to the
stable surface structure (see Fig. 3) amounts to 0:104 e=.1 � 1/ unit cell. This
corresponds to about 16 % of the surface charge of the ideal ferroelectric bulk cut.
This is in agreement with the predictions of Levchenko and Rappe [20]. In their
work, they have proposed a model based on formal oxidation states to explain
the stability of the preferred terminations of positive and negative surfaces by
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Table 4 Calculated surface charge (e=.1 � 1/ unit cell) for various LN Z-cut surfaces. The
temperature range is assigned assuming a Li partial pressure of 10�8 Pa. Note that not all the
surface reconstructions are allowed for arbitrary values of �O , as shown in Fig. 8. The data for
positive and negative surfaces are given in the upper and lower part of the table, respectively

Periodicity Termination Stability range Nominal charge Surface charge �Sp
3 � p

3 C2Li (a) 250–450 K 0.66 C0:077p
7 � p

7 C3Li (b) 450–600 K 0.43 �0:019p
3 � p

3 CLi (c) 600–620 K 0.33 �0:052p
7 � p

7 C2Li (d) 620–820 K 0.29 �0:041p
7 � p

7 CLi (e) 820–1,050 K 0.14 �0:099

1 � 1 �(f) 1,050–1,150 K 0.00 �0:104p
3 � p

3 CO (i) 680–1,150 K 0.66 C0:004p
7 � p

7 CLiCO (h) 620–680 K 0.14 �0:071p
7 � p

7 C2LiCO (g) 250–620 K 0.00 �0:087

passivation of surface charges with ions. According to this model, the surface charge
of a truncated bulk LN(0001) surface is reduced by 80 % by the formation of the
stable terminations, a value very close to the reduction by about 84 % calculated
here. The experiment [23] shows that the surface charge must be compensated
almost completely, because maintaining a non-zero surface charge is energetically
unfavorable. The non-complete charge compensation resulting from the calculations
is a result of limitations in the models, such as limited unit cell sizes, and most of
all limited number of adsorbate types.

Next, we turn to reconstructed surfaces. The calculated values of the surface
charge �S for reconstructions formed at different temperatures are complied in
Table 4. The �S values for reconstruction at the positive face are calculated with
the stable 1 � 1 termination at the negative side and vice versa. It is thus possible
to estimate the efficiency of the single reconstructions in charge compensation. In
all the investigated cases, the formation of an adatom-induced reconstruction yields
a polarization charge reduction with respect to the stable 1 � 1 termination, thus
stabilizing the surface. We find the lowering of the surface charge to be roughly
proportional to the nominal charge of the adatoms. The

p
3 � p

3 reconstruction
formed by the addition of two Li-atoms at the positive side and the

p
3 � p

3

reconstruction formed by the addition of one O-atom at the negative side (nominal
additional charge of ˙0.66 electrons per 1�1 unit cell) lead to an overcompensation
of the surface charge.

With increasing temperature surface terminations which only slightly reduce the
polarization charge are favored. However, this does not mean that with increasing
temperature a larger surface charge will be measured. Indeed, the surface charge in
real samples will be a decreasing function of the temperature, as with increasing
temperature the cations move closer to their paraelectric configuration, thereby
reducing the net polarization. Thus, reconstructions with a minor impact on the
surface charge will be sufficient for compensation. At temperatures above 1,200 K,
the spontaneous polarization will be low enough that no surface reconstruction
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is needed and the 1 � 1 periodicity is recovered. However, word of caution is
in order here: The present calculations do not include thermal effects on the
bulk polarization. Temperature effects enter exclusively, instead, via the chemical
potentials of the surface constituents. This clearly affects the numerical accuracy
of the calculated phase diagrams. Nevertheless, the present calculations strongly
suggest the surface charge compensation as major driving force for the morphologic
transformations observed on LN Z-cut surfaces.

4 Conclusions

A method for the calculation of the macroscopic surface charge within the peri-
odically repeated slab approach has been proposed and applied to ferroelectric
LN surfaces. The surface charge of an ideal truncated bulk is calculated to be
�cut

S D 0:46 C=m2. This value is reduced by about 84 % upon formation of the
stable 1 � 1 surface structure found in Refs. [11, 20]. The surface reconstructions
recently revealed by AFM techniques [10] further reduce the polarization charge,
thus stabilizing the surface. Indeed, all the thermodynamically stable surface
reconstructions lower the polarization charge. This strongly suggests that the surface
charge compensation is the major driving force for the observed morphologic
transformations. We want to remark that the present models represent clean surfaces
of stoichiometric LiNbO3. In congruent material the outgassing of LiO already at
moderate temperatures (�600 K) severely deteriorates the crystalline quality and
affects the surface composition. In addition, in real surfaces the presence of external
adsorbates, surface defects and step edges will further reduce the surface charge.
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